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And Then There Was One...

Abstract
As you can tell from the many “last posts” below, Special Collections has grown increasingly quiet over the
past two weeks, as all of the other interns have completed their time here at the library. Despite being the last
one standing, a very quiet Special Collections has allowed me to put the finishing touches on the Dance Card
Collection (Shall We Dance) that Avery and I spent a large portion of the summer working on. Though at
times the project seemed never ending, between finding new dance cards in the depth of already existing
collections, to learning what it means to create metadata for our newly digitized dance cards, the project has
been finally launched. [excerpt]

Keywords
Musselman Library, Gettysburg College, Barbara Holley Library Intern

Disciplines
Archival Science | Library and Information Science

Comments
The Interns at Gettysburg College’s Musselman Library captured their internship experiences since the spring
of 2011. Over time the blog has featured Fortenbaugh, Smith, and Holley interns. They shared updates on
semester long projects, responded to blogging prompts, and documented their individual intern experience.
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And Then There Was One. . . 
 

August 18, 2015 

By: Alexa Schreier 

 

As you can tell from the many “last posts” below, Special Collections has grown increasingly quiet over 

the past two weeks, as all of the other interns have completed their time here at the library. Despite 

being the last one standing, a very quiet Special Collections has allowed me to put the finishing touches 

on the Dance Card Collection (Shall We Dance) that Avery and I spent a large portion of the summer 

working on. Though at times the project seemed never ending, between finding new dance cards in the 

depth of already existing collections, to learning what it means to create metadata for our newly 

digitized dance cards, the project has been finally launched.  

 

Here’s a quick screenshot to entice you on over to 

the actual page. Make sure to pay special 

attention to the variety of ways to search through 

the dance card, either by event theme or Greek 

affiliation. 

Enjoy discovering the many treasures we’ve been 

spending each and every day with!  
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